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Presenter
Presentation Notes


http://video.defence.gov.au/play/hsMzBoaDE6Lu_V1s2FWuuQNX1aara4BD
http://video.defence.gov.au/play/huMzBoaDE6LMF3khfUpJ3VAdGgO8aUNr
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Security Environment

• Corporate Espionage 
• Foreign Espionage and Interference
• Foreign Ownership, Control and Influence 
• Cyber threats
• Insider threats
• Variable security culture/focus in industry
• Global supply chains 
• Changing workforce demographics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The security environment is ever evolving and we need to ensure our arrangements are contemporary.This is evident with seemingly increasing numbers of instances of espionage and cyber attacks, the Director-General of Security (Duncan Lewis) recently went on the record and stated that the threat of foreign espionage and intelligence is at unprecedented levels. Reinforcing this statement by saying there are more foreign intelligence officers now than during the cold war. In 2016, The Defence White Paper listed the $195 Billion investment into Defence Capability. That kind of money doesn’t go unnoticed by malicious states or individuals, and as such makes industry an attractive target to the threats of corporate espionage, as well as foreign espionage and interference.Foreign Ownership, Control and Influence is an increasing concern when partnering with Industry, we need to understand and manage the risk in accordance with Australia’s and Defence’s national interest. Industry is facing greater cyber threats including hacking, recent events in the media are reflective of this. We had the recent instance of a cyber intrusion on a large shipping company that builds vessels for Defence, and it is not limited to just industry – we also recently saw a cyber intrusion within Parliament house. What's becoming more and more obvious is that the insider threat within business is real and must be managed appropriately.In addition to these challenges, Supply chains are becoming more complex, and to safeguard these, we must encourage a greater focus on the security culture of Australian Industry as we move into the future.
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Old DISP
• Membership was contract-based

• Multiple memberships per company

• Identified barriers to participation

• Review, consultation and pilot process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The old DISP did not meet the needs of Industry or Defence, this was identified through an internal review that involved consultation with both internal and external stakeholders.Previously membership was contract based, requiring industry to have a current contract with Defence in order to acquire DISP membership.This was a serious barrier to industry participation – often referred to as the “catch 22 situation” for example I cannot get a contract with Defence because I don’t have DISP membership, I can’t get DISP membership because I don’t have a Defence contract.This not only prevented SMEs from getting into the industry, but was also very inefficient for the larger companies who would have to manage multiple DISP memberships, and inherently reduced the level of accountability for companies. You can understand that it also made it very difficult for Defence to have appropriate risk oversight of their supply chain.It was also difficult to meet our international obligations, as we didn’t have a recognised standard of membership that we could say with confidence that our industry partners are currently meeting. Identifying these issues resulted in significant reforms of the old DISP, developing the new policy involved extensive internal and external consultation with numerous working groups and a Pilot prior to the launch.The pilot process involved both extant and new DISP members, including Primes and SMEs, to identify any teething issues associated with the new policies and procedures, an evaluation was undertaken throughout this and further refined our policies. 
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DISP Reforms

• Open membership

• Streamlined access 
to security services

• Flexible DISP 
membership levels

• Sponsor staff 
security clearances* 

• Strengthened security 
requirements and reporting

• Minimum cyber security 
standards

• Integration into the Smart 
Buyer Framework

• Updated contracting 
clauses

Benefits for Industry Benefits for Defence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our new reforms directly benefit industry by:Reducing barriers for participation, making DISP more accessible for SMEs and industry without a history with Defence. By doing this we increase access to government tendering opportunitiesImproving industry’s access to security services, supporting businesses to become Defence-readyIncreasing flexibility around security implementation, through the introduction of  a tiered membership structure. Having the ability to sponsor your own staff’s security clearances if you meet the eligibility requirements (IF ASKED - Personnel DISP membership level 1 and above, and a SO/CSO with a NV1)DISP reforms will lead to better security outcomes by:Strengthening planning in contracting and capability development by embedding specific security risk assessment requirements throughout the Smart Buyer Framework (Defence’s contracting process)Clearer and consistent security clauses in Defence’s contracting suitesStronger Foreign Ownership Control and Influence checksMore focus on the supply chain by working with projects to bring important elements into DISPWe recognised the gap in unprotected Unclassified space of work, and so established minimum cyber security controls at unclassified levelHelp industry gain a greater focus on insider threat mitigation, and develop a strong security culture within their organisation. Greater levels of assurance through an intelligence-led, risk-based assurance program by the recently established Defence Industry Security Office (DISO)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a simplified version of our tiered membership structureThere is a more detailed version located in our policy document on our websiteMembership levels are Aligned to security classification levels, and split into four categories.This provides industry with a greater flexibility when choosing their DISP membership, allowing them to tailor membership to suit their business needs. The implementation of an ‘Entry Level’ provides easier access for industry not yet working on classified contracts with Defence. If they wish to engage in classified work with Defence and therefore need higher levels of membership then Defence can work with those entities to help them achieve the appropriate levels of security requirements. 
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Defence Industry 
Security Office (DISO)

Conduct security assurance and audit 
activities across DISP 

Provide security support and advice to 
industry

Increase industry engagement with 
other Departments and agencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, Defence has recently established the Defence Industry Security Office (DISO) to achieve three main outcomes:Conduct security assurance and audit activities across DISP Provide security support and advice to industry through regional Defence industry security advisorsWork with other Departments and agencies to coordinate industry security engagement and servicesThe DISP assurance framework consists of five core elements:Compliance with DISP eligibility and suitability requirements (certification and accreditation);Annual Security Report (ASR);Intelligence led assurance program;Five year forward audit work program, andShipbuilding assurance program.
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Membership Costs
• No membership fees
• Indirect costs associated with applying for and maintaining 

DISP membership
• Security clearances (vetting fees available on AGSVA’s 

website)
• Time and travel to attend training
• Implementing governance, personnel, physical and 

information/cyber security requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are no direct costs associated with DISP membership, however applicants will be required to cover the indirect costs of obtaining and maintaining their DISP membership. This includesSecurity clearances (vetting fees available on AGSVA’s website)Time and travel to attend trainingImplementing governance, personnel, physical and information/cyber security requirements.As good as it would be to be able to currently give a rough estimate of the cost of this, I think we can all understand that the cost of building ones physical or ICT security can vary greatly depending on organisational size and requirements. 
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Governance
 Chief Security Officer –

responsible for appropriate 
systems of risk oversight and 
management

 Security Officer – responsible 
for the day-to-day security 
risk management

 Foreign Ownership Control & 
Influence (FOCI)

 Business Risk Assessment
 Security Policies and Plans
 Annual Security Awareness 

Training - Insider Threat 
Program

 Reporting (Annual Security 
Report, Incidents, Foreign 
Contacts)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are four elements to the DISP membership. These are Governance, Personnel, Physical and Information/Cyber Security requirements that members are expected to meet and maintain.The main Governance requirements are:CSOSOMore detailed FOCI informationAll DISP members must conduct a Business Risk AssessmentSecurity Policies and Plans – templates are located on the DISP websiteAll DISP members must implement annual security awareness training, which includes an Insider Threat ProgramMaterial for this located on our website/tailor to your organisationCan request a security culture brief from our trainers TBCOngoing Reporting obligations including the Annual Security Report (template will be available on our website shortly) and contact/incident reporting in line with holding a security clearance located on the AGSVA website
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Personnel Security

Australian Employment Screening Standards 4811 – 2006
AS4811 – 2006 is under review with broadened scope to 

cover
Ongoing Suitability
Separation

 Important to understand your workforce to be able to 
implement physical and information/cyber access controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All DISP members must implement the Australian Employment Screening Standards 4811-2006 from the date that DISP membership is granted (it does not need to be retrospectively implemented). This is not a huge ordeal – it really only involves conducting police checks and screening of the personnel you employ, and implementing a appeals process in line with the standards. It is important to implement these Employment Screening Standards not only for DISP membership, but in order to have a better understanding of your workforce so you can implement security mitigation measures specific to your organisation
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Entry Level

Physical Security

• Provide a description of physical 
security and access controls at 
each facility and location

Level 1 – Level 3
• Certified and accredited in 

accordance with the DSPF to 
store and handle appropriate 
level of classified material

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Entry Level DISP applicants are required to provide a description of physical security and access controls at each facility and location as part of the application process.This may be provided in the form of a Zone 2 Self-Certification form located on our website, or you can just provide details in the application form. Level 1 – Level 3 applications are to have their facilities certified and accredited by DS&VS in line with the DSPF to store and handle the appropriate level of classified material. Accreditation can be requested as part of the application process, however requests will be processed in line with our prioritisation model (which I’ll discuss later). Alternatively, requests for physical accreditation can be managed by the contract manager.
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Information & Cyber Security

 ISO/IEC 27001/2:2013
NIST SP 800-171 (US ITAR 

requirement)
Cyber security for defence 

suppliers (Def Stan 05-138)
Unclassified/DLM Network in 

accordance with the 
ISM/DSPF

Following requirements of 
ASD Essential 8 

• Restrict administrative 
privileges 

• Application whitelisting
• Patch applications
• Patch operating systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through consulation with Industry and internal experts we have identified the following ICT requirements for DISP membership at the Entry Level and above. All DISP members must meet one of the following 5 Information/Cyber Security requirements on their corporate networks used to correspond with Defence, or conduct Defence work on. ISO/IEC – international standardNIST – US standard, and in line with ITAR requirementsDef Stan – UK RequirementTop four of ASD essential 8 identified through consultation with cyber security experts, although for best results the ASD Essential 8 are recommended.Level 1 – Level 3 members who may have an accredited network to store/handle classified material must still meet one of these Entry Level ICT requirements on their corporate network.
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Extant DISP Members

• Up to 24 month timeframe to transition
• Can transition earlier at a time of their choosing or 
• As a new contractual requirement

• Required to submit a new DISP application
• Where applicable, DS&VS will consolidate multiple 

memberships into a single membership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extant DISP members will have up to 24 months to submit their reformed DISP membership application. All applicants will be required to submit a new DISP application to allow DS&VS to consolidate their multiple membership into a single membership under the new requirements.
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How to Apply

 Visit DISP website – Search DISP

 Submit DISP Application (AE250) 

and

 Submit Foreign Ownership Control 
and Influence (FOCI) (AE250-1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to apply for DISP membership:Go to our website to find the application forms and necessary tools and templates to assist you with your application. On the website you will also find the training package for Entry Level DISP, which steps you through the requirements you must have in place before you apply. You will need to submit an application form which asks questions about your business, governance, personal, physical and information/cyber security requirements, and also asks Foreign Ownership Control and Influence (FOCI) questions about your business. Defence Contract Mangers are required to submit a Notification of Contract/Panel/Partnership form to notify DS&VS when contracts occur and if any additional security requirements are necessary as part of this agreement.
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Contract Manager’s Obligations
• Manage Project risks

• Check DISP membership levels

• Notification of Contract/Panel/Partnership webform
(AE250-2)

• Ensure appropriate security clauses are included in 
contracts/written agreements

• Ensure additional project-specific security 
requirements are resourced and managed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If talking to industry;�Contract managers have continuing obligations to manage risk by including security clauses specific to their project/contract.Must notify Defence of any engagement requiring DISP membershipIf talking to Contract managers;Contract Mangers have new obligations under the reformed DISP;Each Group or Service will be allocated a point of contact who will have access to the DISP information management system (DISMS). This POC will be able to check the DISP membership statusContract mangers will be required to submit a Notification of Contract/Panel/Partnership webform (AE250-2). This will inform DS&VS when contracts/projects require additional security requirements above what is expected of DISP membership security requirements. This will help manage project security assurance. We have included security as a key consideration into the Smart Buyer Framework, by including security questions into the Environmental Scan Workshop. This means that security is considered upfront in the tendering process, and is considered throughout the capability life cycle for all major projects.Additionally, CASG is standardising their security contracting clauses, and Project Managers will be required to ensure appropriate security clauses are included in contracts/written agreementsFinally, Project/Contract managers will be required to ensure additional project-specific security requirements are resourced and managed by the project. The risk management for projects remains with the project/contract manager, not with DS&VS.As security measures can have significant financial implications. It is important to consider these upfront as part of the tendering process. 
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DISP.info@defence.gov.au

www.defence.gov.au/dsvs/industry  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may apply for DISP whenever suits. We will process DISP membership applications in line with our prioritisation framework:Prioritisation Framework:1. In contract with Defence to support a Defence Operation2. In contract with Defence3. Companies planning to tender for a Defence opportunity4. Companies applying for DISP with no existing relationship with Defence and no immediate tender opportunitiesFor further information please visit out website, or email DISP.info. 
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